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Diving, Capricorn -1-

ABSTRACT \

SIO Ref. 53-

This report is an informal account of aqualung diving carried out by a

team of six divers between December 1952 and February 1953 in order to apply

underwater man as an oceanographic tool during Capricorn Expedition of the

University of California1s Scripps Institution of Oceanography to the South

Pacific Ocean. Dives were performed at Ocean Island, Alexa Bank, Fiji, Tonga,

Samoa, Tahiti, Takaroa in the Tuamotus)and Nuk.(N Aiva in the Marqueeas. The

account deals principally with the geological findings around coral atolls

with minor comments on sharks. Three dives are of special interest 1) an

exploration of the submerged Pleistocene atoll called Alexa Bank, 2) an ex
.j

amination ofl.late island, now shoal, that has shown recent and active volcanism

and exhibits the early stages of coral seeding on volcanic rock, and 3) the

location and exploration of a sunken Navy tanker, the CHEHALIS, in 163 ft at

Pago-Pago. Special attention is given to the diving techniques of native

fishermen and pearl divers encountered at the several islands visited. A

first approximation of safe distances from underwater explosions is tried in

deep isothermal water.



  

       

            

           

           

          

          

              

           

         

          

              

            

              

              
               

             
 

  
             

           

          

         

            
 

     

           
 

             

        

          

Diving, Capricorn -2-

INTRODUCTION '-j f&

SIO Ref. 53-

Self-contained underwater breathing apparatus provides new possibilities

for investigative pursuits which Scripps has been early to recognize. It is

•only natural, therefore, that one of the first major oceanographic expeditions

launched by that institution since the perfection of a reasonably effective

diving instrument should include a program for underwater diving. The apparatus

improves the diver's unaided underwater capacities by factors of approximately

ten in depth and twenty to sixty in duration for a single dive. Furthermore,

in contrast to previous diving equipment, the self-contained unit enables him

to dive without attachment to rope or air hose.

Underwater breathing equipment is in general quite imperfect in comparison

with what can be reasonably be expected as a result of a modest investment

of physiological and engineering research, 80 that one is justified in estimat-

ing that what can now be accomplished by swimmers is comparable to what the

early airmen were able to do with "Jenny" planes. On CAPRICORN Expedition

we had the use of nine aqualung regulators built and supplied through U.S.

Divers Co., and based upon the French Cousteau apparatus. We were also pri-

vileged to have a Lambertsen Amphibious Respiratory Unit: this apparatus is

most satisfactory, and excels all other underwater breathing devices for 10ng-

sustained shallow underwater swimming. It is at present considered impracticable

for the brief,AMm.r•• k.t•••icli~ relative~ deep diving such as characterized

most of the CAPRICORN pursuits. On another occasion the Lambertsen Unit might

be thc apparatus of choice.

The aqualung regulator is not satisfactory as delivered, and the Scripps

divers, together with Frank Hetzel and Roy Pruitt, of the Scripps Division of

Special Developements)devised improvements and replacement parts which changed

the aqualung regulator into a more responsive respiratory demand regulator.



  

 
  

                 
  

             

     

         

          

              

           

           

            

Diving, Capricorn -3- SIO Ref. 53-

,
Much of the safety and comfort of the divers during the expedition can be assigned

to the machinists· careful adjustment of the equipment, and to the maintenance
F I ~.

en route by Theodore R. Folsom and Jackson.

The divers included Willard. tJ. Bascom, Robert F. Dill, ",!~~0::1""~ackson,

Robert B. Livingston, John B. MacFall)and Walter H. funk.

interest and enthusiasm for the diving techniques emploTed

There wae so much

that an equal

number of auxilary divere could h&ve been recruited and effectively employed

if diving had been a more prominent part of the over-all program.



  

          

           

           
              
           

              

              

            
 

              

         

             

            

           

         

           

              

             

    

             

           

           

    

Diving, Capricorn -4- SIC Ref. 53-

D \ t' J,..... OCEAN ISLAND \- ~

Second Engineer~Henry pa~one operated HORIZON's skiff and outboard

motor while Livingston, MacFall, and Hunk spent two days making a survey of

the reef structure surrounding this uplifted limestone and phosphate island.

The

the

diving was carried out at six approximately equally spaced
~I

circular island (see1I~ 1). We were instructed to look

intervals around

for under-

water ledges, evidence of a possible lower stand of sea level. We did not

find such ledges, and the geologists ashore reported that none were to be

seen on the upper surfaces of the island. There is therefore no suggestion

of a moderate subsidence or elevation of sea level on Ocean Island in recent

geological history.

Complex, typical reef features such as surge channels, lithothamnion

ridge~ solution basins, and beach rock were present at Ocean Island, but were

well marked only on the southern and eastern margins facing the prevailing

trades and the southern swell. JlacFall succeeded in taking some difficult

underwater color PhotOgraPhs~YPicalgrooves, and although the water was murky,

the essential geological features are obvious in the transparencies. On the

windward-seaward side such a heavy surf was piling up against the coral 'lsea wallt'

that the divers were badly tumbled about without being able to control them-

selves in the water.

A number of sharks dlP approx::l..mately 6-10 ft in length were seen, but none

approached closely. The natives are more aftlaid of the "grouper-type" fish

inhabiting shallow bottom waters; although one large groupe!' was observed, it

did not appear aggressive.



   

            

            

          

             

        
 

              

              
               

   
                  

          

              

            

          

           
 

              

             

           
 

           
 

  
             

 
             

                 
  
                  

  

               
 

       

         

Diving, Capricorn -5- SIO Ret. 53-

•r ALEXA BANI( k I

This curious submerged bank was one of the principal expedition goals of

undenf&ter diving. It became clear at Alexa Bank how DlJch more substantial

and satisfactory are the collection of geological and biolo~ical specimens

and the general survey by submerged investigators than by any previous ocean-

ographic tool. Tvo major questions presented themselves for solution by

diving: Is Alexa Bank a submerged atoll as is suggested by the chart? Is

e
there evidence of previous island exis~nce such as beach rock, fossil trees;

is there a .....ell tormed reef structure and how is it distinguished from the lagoon?

DIVING TO TIlE EASTERN RIll

Dive It Two days .....ere spent diving over Alexa B&nk, one from BAIRD's tuna

tender, the second fram the stern of BAIRD herself. Bascom, Dill, Jackson,

Livingston, MacFall, and Hunk dived. The tuna tender was manned by First ¥.ate
I. 1'-,,,:t.J

Robert Haines. Diving over the southeastern margin of the banR rev~ed close
A

to the anchorage of the BAIRD a desert-like topography at about 100 ft depth

with only ieolated living coral growing out of a flat bottom of Foraminifera

and Halimeda sand and broken coral CObbles. Broad-leafed dark green algae
'{i .
(appaarine yellowish brown underwater at that depth) covered 20-40 percent of

the bottom. There were a number of fist-to head-sized corals growing but they

did not appear to be flourishing. There were many vase-like living coral bowls(

one every 15 to 30 ft in all directions, standing from a few inches to 1-3 ft

in height and having a diameter of a few inches to )-4 ft. Although they were

usually cone-shaped, some were quite flat on top. In contrast with the later

dives at this first station near the anchorage of the BAIRD the

bottom "sand" had a much higher percentage of "for \ &an Hal.1meda debris.
rtJ

I

,



     

            

           

              

          

           

   

               

             

            

         

               

            
              

                
              

   

             

               

               

              

             

               

               

                

              

            

         

Diving, Capricorn

=
Dive 2. The second 4ive at Alexa Bank...LJ...i;iIii!e~

S10 Ref. 53-

showed a surface at 120-140

it consisting mainly (estimated 70 percent coverage of bottom) of lithothamnion

debris. The remainder of the bottom was covered by living coral vases and the

broad-leafed loon-calcareous algae found on the first dive. The coral growth

appeared to follow broad lines roughly p*c.,1Jyl parallel to the direction of

the surface current.

Dive 3. On the third dive a coarse sand and cobble bottom was revealed, the

sand being rich in Halimeda debris. The bottom topography was, for the first
-.,;

time, uneven, presenting low undulating slopes forming a low "ridgelt which

appeared to bear approximately northwest-southeast. Along the slopes, in

addition to the vase-like corals were many flat corals, about 3 x 3 ft in

exposed surface)which projected horizontally out from the sloping terrain. There

were a greater variety of algal plants and living coral here than seen elsewhere

at Alexa Bank, and a few mOllu's were a150 seen. The depth of this dive

ranged from 100 to 120 itj the most active plant and animal growth occupied

the higher elevations.

Dive 4. The fourth dive was also onto a IIhillyll territory almost entirely covered

by leafy algae. Here we saw the largest of the vase-like corals, some reaching

5-6 ft in diameter, but they were no more numerous than on the first dive.
<..

The)Submerged landscape seen in dives 2, 3, and 4, would have been of the

brighest green if there were a full visible light spectrum at that depth.

Dive 5. On 9 December, diving began in the same general region as the previous

dives, at a point over "hillylt territory. At the foot of a gradual slope at

120 ft was a large sand and gravel area which showed ripple marks about l-l~ ft

from crest to crest. The same green algae were abundant and the same vase-like
,,~t,....... c,,~l(' b: ~

coralsj from the bowls of one of these
A

two shrimp about 8 in. across from the

tips of tentacles on one side to the other, wete collected b) BQsaam.



  

 
              

  
                

              

          

             
  

             
            

           

                 

      

               

               

          

            
 

           
           

              

             

            

            

              

             

              

              

Diving, Capricorn -7- SID Ref. 53-

, d (
Dive 6. In~about 105 ft)& definite nearby ridge was revealed, the shallowest

parts of which were about 85-90 It deep. To the east of the ridge and near

its summit were shallow areas a few inches to a foot below the surrounding

alga-covered area. These grooves were filled with sand and small cobbles

and showed oscillatory ripple marks. Along the summit of the ridge the elevation
'10 00
~ or~ .t:!!t between ?

,

succeeding crests. On the summits were staghorn corals with abundant tiny coral-

inhabiting fish. Here again were many large vase-corals, some of which had a

definite spiral shape to their upper open leaf. On dives 5 and 6 a total of ISO

ft of colored film was exposed.

\'
DIVllIG llITO THE LAGOON,
Dive 7. BAIRD moved to a location on the rllagoon ll side of the 50uthwestern end

of the 5ubmerged bank and the last two dives took place at this site. The

bottom here showed definite lineation into rectangular patterns. About 75

percent of the bottom was bare sand,

broken land bleached coral detritus.

presented rounded elevations 5-6 in.

predominantly Halimeda with quite small,

The linear organizatio~ this material

above the troughs, the elevations being

2 ft from crest to crest. In the troughs, there was darker material consisting

of groWing corals and algae resting insecurely on the sand and gravel foundations.

Along these troughs there were occasional larger corals, which were attached to

solidly compacted fossil corals, but even the largest of these was definitely

smaller than the largest of similar kinds of coral elsewhere at Alexa Bank. At

right angles to this system were less definite and wider-spaCed crests and troughs

which had an approximate interval of 8-10 ft. In these patterns also the coral

and plants grew in the deepest parts of the shallow undulations and on insecure



  

           
 

            
 

               

          

        

                 
              

 

           

              

 
  

            

          

               

            

    

             

           

             

          

             

                

                

            

             

             

Diving, Capricorn -8- SIC Ref. 53-

foundations; the growth could be generally swept away without disturbing the

foundation sand. Several holes were dug into the sand, but although divers

could easily produce a hole the length of their arms, no hard bottom was en

countered. Al~owingmaterials covered less than 20 percent of the

surface; neither plant nor animal growth was luxuriant.

In the course of diving over Alexa Bank, a number of large sharks were seen.

None of these approached the divers more closely than about 8-10 ft and generally

they stayed much farther away, dmply circling around, apparently curious. On

the first dive a small moray eel ~as encountered, but he fled when disturbed.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AT ALEXA BANK f-*i-l~
Bathymetry revealed that the lagoon is shallow in relation to the rim of

this previously wave-cut,drowned coral atoll. This shallowing could have been

a feature of the original atoll, but more probably it is the result of filling

in by calca algal material. The lagoon reveals evidence of this in the

prominent las deposits, the relative instability, paucity, and characteristic

stunting of growth here, and the unconsolidated nature of the sand and gravel

bedding beneath. The rim, or ridge)of the SUbmerged atoll is likewise far

different fro~ what one would expect of modern-day coral reefs: there were no

definite lithothamnion ridges, no deep surge channels, grooves, etc., no

evidence of solution basins or beach rock. The surprisingly gentle slopes could

be accounted for by assuming that this was the form of the old atoll, but it

?

seems more likely that such gradual features could not exist at sea level.~
6J.' ",,(v

present structure would be much too vulnerable to wave action to survive 10 •

It is therefore more reasonable to assume that whatever the original form of

the atoll, whatever the reason for a relative change between sea level and atoll,



   

              

             

           

             

              

             

               
   

          

             

            

              

                

           

            

            

                

              

            

                

                
      

  
   

Diving, Capricorn -9- SIC Ref. 53-

the coral growth did not keep pace with events. The present contours appear to

be the result of a modification of an original atoll structure by subsequent

growth Rnd deposition after submergence. Whether the growth can eventual~ attain

the surface again is an open question. As the island growth approaches sea

level, its incident solar energy will be increased and one may expect to see

an acceleration of upward growth; at present it is assumed that the sluggish

algal and coral growth is due partly to depth and the consequent ocCllusion of
.",

sunlight and part~ to smothering by shifting desert materials obstructing the

anima~ circulation. If there is no further submergence, even the present slow

growth will one day reach wave level; elements such as lithotha.mni.on and stalwart

reef corals are now present out of which probably could come a modern-day coral

atoll structure. We may consider the following sequence of events: During

the Pleistocene)S~&r;rw/stand of sea level Alexa Bank was an ordinary atoll

with the characteristic reef flat breaking sharply into the steep seaward slope.

The coral-building organisms were unable to keep up with the post Pleistocene

rise in sea level~ and the atoll was submerged. As it sank to depths exceed-

iog 50 it, tidal currents replaced wave action as the chief erosive agents, the

atoll became part~ filled with debris, and the sharp-edged ridge was covered

by a mantle of debris. This would account for the 50ft contours we found. If

the sea level continues to rise, at a rapid rate, the bank will become a flat-

topped seamount.

tc •



  

          

               
  

  
              

            

              

              

            

            

              
  

              

  

            

                

      

     
            

            

               

            

           

            

       

Diving, Capricorn -10- 510 Rer. 53-

DIVING IN THE GANNIBAL ISlANDS r;!\:-- \<

1
1. KOROLE.VU, VITI LEVU ~ FIJI .-

Two days of aqualung and skin diving "-<ndertaken by Bascom, Jackson~

Dill, Livingston~

("Fiji Islan The

and Folsom at a little resort on the southern edge of the main. )
beach is located at the mouth of the Singaloka River, which

empties a southward facing valley in the island's rainy region. The sand is

made up of coral fragments and Foraminifera with an admixture of a few volcanic

particles. There is a deep~ warm.~ and murky channel emptying into the sea by

way of a lOO-ft-deep reef pass. Margins of this warm.er~ dirtier,fresh water

mixing with the clearer~ colder seawater are quite distinct and the pattern of,
tides can be readily distinguished by the interface~Anotableon the surface by

a marked bobble of waves and by the presence of considerable flotsam on the

shore-side boundary.

Coral growth is mature and luxurious, fish and shell life are abundant.

Explorations were made to the seaward side of the pass and along the many irregular

channels invading the wide reef fliits.

2.5ERUA, VITI IEVIJ, FIJI )--Jt)~
Through the courtesy of Helen Raitt and by arrangement with Rob Wright,

Government Photographer at Suva, an expedition to the village of Serua was

arranged. The purpose of the jaunt was to provide an outing for members of the

ships' scientific parties and to give the CAPRICORN divers an opportunity to

observe native diving techniques. The village was reached across a natural,

partly submerged causeway between the mainland and a tiny green island boasting

two haystack-like peaks about 200 ft high.
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Diving was done to the eastward of the village island, along the deep

channels running out toward a pass cutting through the harrier reef. The

natives used two kinds of long iron-shod poles and a rubberhand-sling spear

to spear the fish. One of the pole spears had a cluster of diverging iron

rods, pointed or barbed on the end. THs could be thro-..m ahead of the man stand

ing in shallOW' water to pin down fish. The second type of pole had a simple,

straight, sharpened point and was used underwater for s?earing fish in the open

or J more frequently, for pinning them against the bottoa. or against a wall of

rock or coral. The sling-spear was used for both these t;ypes of fishing but

was e8pecia~ effective in close-range shots at large fish swimming in the open.

One boy neatly speared a s....-1 nni ng turtle of about 50 pounds through the head

by this means while we were in the vicinity.

The native fishermen supply all the food.o! this village u.eept--Ye~eUbles

and l~t and trade fish to inland villagers within a range limited by the

slow transport and lack of refrigeration. Six to eight fishermen are not hard put

to find plenty of coral fish for this sufficiency by spending one to three hours

fishing per day. They wear close-titting plastic frame goggles and spend most

of their time in the relatively· shallow waters of the solution basin and in the

numerous channels widening and deepening toward the main pass through the

outer reef. They swim along the surface, inspecting marine life beneath them,

proceeding slowly and without much disturbance of the water. When they see an

interesting prey, they stalk him to a convenient location or actually drive

him gently toward a region favorable for spearing. When the fish is well located,

they scoop 14t~r with one hand J to duck their heads under, then swill downwards,

usually spearing the fish beneath a rocky or coral ledge, ~OQet1mes in so small

a hole that it is hard to extricate the fish and spear. The spear is heavily

enoueh weighted so that it tends to stand on the bottaa in an upright or inclined
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position if left to it~elf. If the fish is 5peared succes8fu~, but another

breath is required, the swimmer ascend5 the pole, keeping the fish pinioned,

until he is sufficiently refreshed to finish his work. In swimming or treading

water, these men look awkward, having a wide-based, flat or extended position of

the foot: they look like Charlie Chaplin walking as they tread water; their

divffi do not demand prolonged breath-holding and they seemed no abler than
'-'

ourselves in this regard.

DIVING IN THE TONGA AHCHIPELAGO )--!l I -II""L

1. KAdw AND HAATAro, TONGATABU \-.\k \. -t.........
, '''I

Arrhenius, Livingston, Mason)and Kunk were fortunate enough to be able to \
~ ~ ~

visit these native villages( nd to take part in their fishing exped~tion and

swimming on Christmas morning of 1952. A horse-drawn cart was used to carry
>I -'f-'-

the s~immers and divers from~village to the lagoon area near the northwe5t tip

of Tongatabu where the K~U fish trap was located. Several fishermen

~ere already at work in the shallow waters of low tide, the old men with their

gowns tucked up and the younger ones with t~and jerseys, wading along the

fence structure and within the trap enclosures, spearing fish. They had

several long strings of fish by the time we arrived and caught them with

remarkable ease by ducking under, spearing, pulling the fish out, biting it

behind the gill margins along the spine to kill or paralyze it, and stringing

it through the gills onto the plant fiber strand they towed by one hand.11Fish

traps are relatively new in Tonga and have been introduced by Prince Tungi to

supplement the meager protein diet. This trap was arranged so as to cut off any

fish leaving the lagoon from access to the sea during decline of the tide. B,y

its means they caught about 150 fish of approximately one pound apiece, in

addition to a ray Which they considered a great delicacy, weighing about 350 lb.
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They had emptied the trap the evening before and expected it to be as full

again by the end of the next tidel

The fishermen divided up the catch and then baked a few at them over an

open tire tor breakfast. They then took us across to the seaward side of the

island to an imposing beach covered with pink-white coral sand leading to reef
~ c/

flats beyond which, at & distance of about 200 ~s, the surf thundered magni-

ficently davn upon a well-defined lithothamnion ridge. We swam in this solution

basin and were impre5sed by the abundant and many varieties of fish and living

coral. Here we found, among other interesting shellfish, a number at shells

of minute size but exactly the same shape and color as the California abalone.

These were about i-l in. in length, but had the correct configuration of holes,

the same overhanging lip on the inner surface at the heel, and an exquisite

mother ot pearl with the characteristic 1~idescence.

2. }oj11XUALOFA, TONGATABU'~

Again through the arrangement of Mrs. Raitt, the divers were given an
( , )

opportunity to watch native divers at work. Bascom, Dill, Jackson, and Hunk

< 'went with Pat~one, who operated the motor boat: Carl Reichelmann'l\and three

TOngan~ivers. Here for the first tt.e we encountered impressive swimmersj
to

they dived de~per and stayed submerged longer than had the divers at Fiji,

attaining depths of 40-50 it with obvious ease and remaining there for a full

minute. Diving W5 conducted over two reef areas in both of which the plant

and animal life was luxuriant. There were fewer vertebrates and these seemed

more wary than the fish in Jrijian waters, an observation that is consistent with

the greater expertness of the divers at Tonga. From our conversations with

?

Reichelmann, with the divers, and with Prince Tung!, it is clear that the Tongans

have a difficult time acquiring food by diving. Diving technics were essentially

the $&me as those of the $eruan diversj the spears were longer and heavier, and
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the men were more professional in their role as fishermen. Occasionally they

used overbreathing before a dive in order to prolong their stay below. They

also planted an extra spear or two in the mouth of a cave in order to keep the

fish at bay while they went up for breath, or tried to spear the animal from

another direction. One barracuda was seen and approached close, but the diver

did not appear apprehensive. No sharks enter these lagoon waters, but divers warn

emphatically about their hazard outside.

Trjdacna are common and the shells are to be found in abundance in the

harbor)where they are discarded after the meat is removed. Our fishermen ate and

served them raw to us while we were returning; the taste is agreeable.

3. DIVING OVER THE SUBMERGED PlATEAU - llBARRIER REEFII -;U:--

Four divers, Bascom, Dill, Jackson, MacFall,and Munk went down a hand line
was

from the BAIRD while the vesse~. allowed to drift over the ridge of the

plateau. The bottom was at 120-130 ft, and drift across the bottom was estimated

to be between 1.5-2.0 kt by the divers, proving to be 1.6 kt according to sights

from the bridge. Parallel to the direction of the ship's drift were broad

avenues of white sand about 15 ft across, consisting mostly of Hli~ separated

by dark regions of growth approximately 50 ft broad. The divers report~
seeing the bottom camera and they were able to observe its action. They could

not see its flash although its tripping foot plate struck the bottom several

times in attitudes that should have caused it to take a picture. (Fourfilms

were ultimately exposed, not nearly as many as expecteJ.)~ In the course of this

dive, several obstacles precluded a more detailed survey by the divers. At

first not enough line was let out to allow them to reaC:l bottom and collect
.

samples and yet catch up to the drifting ship. Later the line broke and had to

be replaced, the divers being required to surface between times. The whole

operation was begun so late in the day (1715) that visibility at depth was very
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poor. Nevertheless, two comments are relevant: 1) divers can be overside with

less than 15 minutes warning, an interval shorter than that required to put

into action the ordinary tools of oceanography such as snapper sample, corer, or

underwater camera, and 2) a visual inspection of the bottom together with manual

'sample collection yields a much ~ore complete account of the topography and its

organization that is possible even with a large number of snapper samples, cores,

and photographs. The virtues in these other instruments become over-riding only

where the divers cannot go because of depth (about 250 ft).

4. DlVING OVER F'IJ::ON BANK )--\\

Falcon Bank is a shoal area at the site of volcanic activity that three

times in the last seventy-rive years has produced a sizable islandt'~ch time it

has been eroded to shoal depths. The spectacular rises in elevation resulted

from the ejection of large volumes of gas, volcanic ash, and chunks of lava during

eruption and formed structures built of scoria and ash as high as 600 ft above

the sea and as large as two or three miles in diameter. Because solid lava elements

did not appear above sea level, and because there was not time enough or conditions

favorable enough for the growth of a protective fringing reef, wave action

inevitably cut away the island structure until it disappeared once more beneath

the sea. Even now, subsurface currents are at work rapidly carrying away the

less substantial elements of Falcon Bank. The divers were interested in exploring

the shoal areas of the bank, in taking underwater photog~aphs of it, and in

attempting some temperature measurements on the bank surface. They supposed

that the shoalest parts lay beneath an extensive region of light green water,

but this proved not to be the case.

•
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\

~ Bascom, Jackson, Livingston, and Hunk took BAIRD's skiff and rowed it

about 1; miles towards the gree~ter. Close to the s~p, inspection from

the surface indicated a bottom of black sand at approximately 70 ft, ~nth regular

)-ft spacing of ripple marks. Instead of being discolored by scattering of

light from shallow bottom, the water was discolored by light scattering from

suspended volcanic particles. Bottom proved to be over 300 ft deep in this

area. Back-tracking, the divers returned to a point from which the bottom

could be aeen and there anchored the skiff. Beneath, at a depth of 30-50 ft J

were the summits of solid volcanic pinnacles which rose precipitously from a

broad stock or dike of lava flow ab I 30-35 ft wide. On the less steep surfaces

of the sucmarine volcano were colonies of thriving young coral covering 60

percent or more of these surfaces J and averaging about 1 ft in height with a

max1JDum of about 2 ft, and with a diameter of I-Ii ft. It was estimated that

if all the coral were ground up and spread evenly over these surfaces, they would

cover them to a depth of i to i in. 'and. this would represent the net result of

coral growth that probably could not have become established before 1938, when the

pinnacle was last in eruption. Among the coral were very short algal growths,

covering the lava surface to a depth of a few millimeters. No lithothamnion

and no Halimeda were seen. The rugged topography was rounded on top but the

sides were sharply cleft by gullies and precipitous~ ravines, the sides of

which showed evidence of grain and. joining. Bottoms of the ravines, which stood

at 50-60 ft beneath the surfac~were littered with cobble-sized materials.

Hunk scratched around to find enough of the relatively coarse volcanic sand

and gravel material to provide a bottom sample. He also observed surface

water temperatures (27.400 C) and these at depth (27.5l0 C) This much

difference could be caused by the pressure effect on the thermo~eter5.

A second div~ was made to

~~l~~iv~'v flat oortion of the

a depth of 18-20 ft to the surface of a broad,

same dike structure, approxi.mately 300-400 ydr
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from the point of the first dive. Between the two points, Bascom and Jackson

were towed on a suspended line behind the skiff. The ridge averaged about 30 it

in width and sloped off precipitously to the northeast. The top of the ridge

was approximately 50-70 it deep at a point roughly midway between the two

regions of diving. Coral growth was similar over the whole dike, consisting of

many different forms of brightly colored indiVidual colonies which were attached

directly to the igneous rock and not~estone or r.ssil corals a5 we had

usually seen elsewhere. Most of the coral had antle~~finger-like projections

which were difficult to break off and which, projecting out from the central

staDc,fonned collectively an evenly rounded bouquet of coral. The stalks were

so solidly anchored to the lava that they were likewise resistant to collection.

S~veral sharks were seen, both trom the surface and during the dives. One

came within about 5 ft of Munk while he was making his temperature measurements

and_was not noticed until B1! shadow crossed the surface where the thermometer

was being inspected. Although it came this close, Hunk did not have the impress-

ion that it was menacing.

Swranary of Findi~s at Falcon Bankrff' 1-t ~
The submarine lava dikes are erosional remnants which obviously must have

.-£. the
formed the skeleton of the older island gro\'ling at this site}'! they will be/found-

ation of any new upbuilding. The coral growths on the upper surfaces of these lava

structures were as. vigorous and fresh looking as any the divers saw in the $outh

Pacific, and since they were attached directly to the lava, it can be concluded

that this is not an unfavorable site for their development. Coral growth of this

sort must represent the earliest beginnings of most coral atolls. Subsurface

erosion is now rapidly reducing the scoria and ash structure surrounding the laval

Hikes, although probably not as rapidly as the wave erosion affected the surface

structures at the time they were at sea level. It was estimated from the water

Q~mnl~~ ~aken. the area of green water, and the velocity of current that present

1
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erosion would lower a square mile of Falcon Bank at the rate of about 4 ft per

year. If all other factors remained constant, coral growth, building on the rock"

vill gain the surface at the present rate, in about 10-15,000 years.

5. DIVING AT NEIAPIJ HARBOR, VAVA'U )-1t 7. .t. dl_

On .. 5 Jarmary BaSCOOl, Jackson, Livingston, and. ¥.unk, together with
(( (g) l

Arrhenius, went on a brief diving expedition in the harbor of Neiafu
l1

'in order to

observe submarine life and to obtain underwater photographs. This harbor is so

perfectly protected by the long, narrow, winding entrance and the nw:e.erous

sentinel iSla~beYOnd that essentially no extraneous wave action troubles the

..ters within it. Except for cats?2:ws brought out by winds ldlich dip dO'lo'Tl into

the harbor over the ~rrounding steep island structures, there is only the slow

lift and fall of the tide. Coral growth is limited to blunt knobs of coral

aggregates varying from a few feet to 50 ft or so in diameter. Here can be found

the large, dense, and compact varieties of coral which are said to be slow-growing

and resistant. Their natural dull coloration is made even duller by the fine silt

which makes up about 90 percent of the bottom surface area. In contrast with the

...
meager display of the corals, there was an aboundance of mollus~s of many different

varieties.

With the help of a diver from the village of Pangai, the divers located a

trading schooner ~nken in the harbor about 30 years previously. They made the

skiff fast to the upright mast of the wreck, and Bascom dived down to its deck in
",.. ' ~ r:.

spite of a great number of jellyfish an~~sizedand .erious looking
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6. DIVING AT SWALLOW'S CAVE, MUIFAITUNGA PANNINSULA, VAVA'U "-* J- l ~
Richard Blumberg) Theodore Folsom) Pb;Ji~ Jackson, and Richard Von Herzene 1

(~' ,1) ~~.

dived at Swallow's Cave~from a excursion boat operated for members of the 0

expedition. The cave entrance appears narrow when viewed from the main channel) but

it has about 15-ft clearance and is able to accommodate the S-ft beam of the

launch. As soon as the cliff face is passed, the boat is floating on the water

of a chamber about 100 ft in diameter. In contrast l<.ith the profuse growth of

coral outside the cave) the walls within are barren. The divers estimated the

pool to be 40-50 ft deep and they swam down to the top of a large
-t/ I • r., 1t-< ~.. Ic.. !. j) :':'1 v:-. , J., ~ ""-

about 30 it below present sea level and its 20-io. diameter s~t

bottom of the

stalagmite" s

broadens marked

formed while the sea level was below its base,

estimated by Jackson to be about
!)~....~

conclllde!'\ stalagmite must have

and 2) that its growth must have

been arrested at or before the time the sea rose above its crest. These con-

elusions suggest that this limestone cave must be at least several tens of

thousands of years old.
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DIVING IN PAGO-PAGQ HARBOR ).~,

SIO Rer. 53-

~u.- 0.. .......

On the Asland of Tutuila'l\ the divers were told of a practica.lly undamaged

tanker of about 2OQ-ft waterline which had been scuttled in the harbor follow-

ing a dockside explosion and fire in 1949. The mooring lines had been cast

off or cut and the sea cocks opened sufficiently to let her settle down on the

steeply inclined submarine slope of the harbor. The tanker had been operated

by the Navy and a Navy suited diver had been sent out to make an underwater

reconnaissance but had, according to the local observers, merely touched the

tanker and re-ascended, saying that the ship should be abandoned. Hr. Yardell,
GQvernor _

;ehier Qf the local supply depot and Mr. ~ng,/of American Samoa, were both

hopeful that our divers could locate the wreck,which was thQught tQ have slipped

into deeper water since it was last seen.

On 8 January BascQm and Livingston made an initial unsuccessful dive, going

to about lSO ft without sighting the vessel. They did sight a heavy wire rope

slanting upward in the direction of the head of the harbor several feet off the

bottQm. A secQnd dive in the direction of this cable allowed Livingston to

alight on the port side and make a survey along the port rail frQm midship to

stern and back again to bow. Bascom had some difficulty with his equipment, but

Dill dived and found the ship, entering the midShip pilot house. The ship was

lying with the plane of its keel slightly lower towar~the keel side than to-

wa~tbe decks, with its bows slightly higher than its stern, with its star-

board side fitting snugly against the bottom, which was still slQping tQward

the center of the harbQr. The depth measured by a hand line to the ship was

163 ft. The port rail and the flying bridge rails were damaged, the mast

structures were badly bent and toppling, but the hull structure itself and the

deck guns and machinery appeared to be undamaged except by the long imersion in

salt water.
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On 9 January Bascom, Dill, Jackson, Livingston, and Hunk all aucceeded in

reaching the wreck. Livingston and Dill made an extensive reconnaissance. They

went through the midship pilot house, observing that the compasses were resting

at the angle of repose in their gimbals and that the spokes of the wheel had

rotted away. Telephones and other electrical equipment were ruined. The boats

were missing, the starb~rd davits in extended position digging into the slope.

The hatch dogs could be turned easily by hand in most cases. What looked to

amateurs like 3-in. bow and stern rifles and an elevated 5-in. stern rifle were

rusty but in proper position, and the double machine guns near the quarterdeck

were simi1ar~ apparently intact. They proposed to dive down into the after

hold, but did not have enough illumination to find their way about once inside.

The companionway down into hold was undamaged and although there was a fine layer

of silt over everything, there was no obvious structural defect or flooding with

debris. The part of the hull said to be damaged by the dock fire J on the star-

board side)could not be inspected from inside or out. The propeller and rudder

were undamaged and the name CHEHALIS could be made out on her stern. In order
of

to decompress slowly on the way up, Livingston went into one/the after cabins and

brought out a chair J which he used as a weight to counterbalance the buoy-

ancy of the nearly empty air tanks.

Although the divers could not tell the direction of the ship because of

contusion of orientation in murky water at such depth J the facts they did learn

permit one to conclude that the ship is just above the break of the harbor

rising on its south bank toward ~be dock J lying on its starboard side, and

facing out to sea. The sunken CHEHALIS lies about 100 y~ off the dock J

bearing 3220 true from approximately the midpoint of damaged dock. The divere

made a full report on the condition and location of the ship to Mr. Ewing.
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TAHITI, SOCIETY ISLA~'DS ~ -Ii I ••:+-'

SIO Ref.53-

Just to the west of Point Venus, named for the observation of the transit

of Venus by Captain Cook, discoverer of Tahiti, lies lI.atavai Bay, in which the

celebrated BOUNTY anchored while loading breadfruit for the west Indies and
( ~ )

again when her &Itineers brought her back to Otaheiti" Hai.Jies and Livingstor.
r

S'oiU out from a black sand beach in the cove on which the village of Arue fronts,

a cove emptying into the western reach of Matavai Bay. The beach torms a perfect

o
crescent and has a slope of about 5-8 up which the swells unfold themselves

as a white fabric of foam drawn over the dark volcanic sands. On the western

margins of this beach is pitted and weathered limestone extending out through

tidal waters for 150 ft. Ripple-marked light grey to brown bottom sand. extends

out fro~ the beach into the deep waters of the lagoon. The depth is about 15 it

150 it from shore, and it falls off more steeply from there on out. The outer

reef, upon which the main force of the trade 'Wind waves strike frontally on this

part of the island, lies feet offshore and appears to be a broad barrier

reef with much old coral just awash and occasional blocks of broken coral

resting on top. The main body of the Bay, just to the east, appears to be

essentially simj.lar, with limestone framin~ (VOlcaniC sand\.curvineJbe::l.ch s on the

___ sides and at intervals between the passes emptying the lagoon into the open sea.

Long-time inhabitants of this part of the coast say that the reef fishing

is excellent. In the evening a scattering of natives were seen carrying lamps

and wading the outer reef, or pAodllir'-ci quietly along in outriggers. We were

told that 20 years ago there would be so marty" palm torcnes borne by fishermen that

one could read a book along the shore by the light of these flares.

•
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TAKAROA IN THE TUAMOTUS 1-* \-€

SID Ref.53-

Livingston and Bascom dived in shallow waters with the famOU8 pearl divers
(p. "'\ ,)

of Takaroa. The'be men dive about 80-100 times a day five days a week during the
J1 ,. \..<.)

pearling season a.nd-d.o--not.-u~ diving aids except close-fitting metal fnne

goggles. They go to depths of 20-24 libras," one of which, by their demonstration,

must be very close to a full fathom. One man dives while his partner handles

the outrigger. A weighted line, the diving line, is put over and alongside it a

shall~" rope basket about 3 ft in di~ter into which the nacre shells are

placed. The diver pulls himself down the weighted line, stopping as necessary

to clear his

in his upper

ears,which he does by pinching his nose and increasing air pressure

respiratory passages. They occasionally need to ascend a few feet

in order to facilitate this ma~euver. At bottom, they quickly eather as many

of the mOl~US~ as possible, using one gloved hand and holding the plucked shells

in the crook of the unoccupied anm until they can be put into the basket. When

necessary they may use an iron to pry the shells loose. On a single dive they

can usually procure two or three shells,although this naturally depends very

much on how rich are the beds at the point of descent. It is unusual for a

diver to be able to gather as many as 10-12 shells on a single dive. Measure

ment of the shells is by so many palmAand knuckle ..lengths and the smaller shells

are safeguarded by government regulation. rlhen a given area has been picked clean

of the larger shells, the canoe is shifted over to the next adjacent part of the

lagoon. The General Aseembly in Papeete decides which eections of the different

island lagoons will be harvested during a given season, and there is an attempt

to protect the beds for a period of 3-5 years, ordinarily working out to be 2-3

years. As is common with divers who go to considerable depths in any part of the

world, these divers re-breathe vigorously at the surface before going down. They

prefer to start with their lungs fully expanded and extend themselves to the
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limits of their bodies in rapidity of descent, length of stay, and speed of

ascent. They do not ordinarily exhale any air during ascent. Frequently a

diver will suffer damage to his ears o~sinuses, and occasionally a diver is

overcome, Fresumably by an excess of carbon dioxide, and must be retre1yed and

resuscitated by his friend~. Kore rarely there are instances of convulsions

and death at the surface, or of transient and sometimes .P..... permanent

"strokes ll or cerebro-vascular accidents. These are presumably due to aeroembolism
.Jo.......- b~~ I to

from over-inflation 01 tne lung~~compressionsickness brought about by too

many deep dives 1n too short an interval. Since diving at these depths and for

these intervals is not likely to bring about an excessive imbibition of nitrogen

by the tissues, the possibility of decompression sickness is far less likely as

a cause of these symptoms than 1s aeroembolism.

The divers stated that large sharks do not enter the lagoon, but that the

men are anxious not to dive in the open sea in the presence of large and fre-

quently dangerous sharks (up to 24 ft long). They are concerned about barracuda

in the lagoon and all divers leave the vicinity when warned of the presence of

these aggressive fish.

MARQUESAS DIVE

In the harbor of Taiohae, on the island of Nuku Hiva, as is reported to

be the case for the coastal waters of most of the t~rquesas Islands, there is a )
.~...,~ ~.'O

dearth of corals and no well-organized reef structures are to be foun~ The I

water is clouded with a milky sediment which overlies the few individual . ~()

corals seen; it may be that the coral animals are "smothered" and thereby

...w- i Sf"inhibited, but there ~not extens ve enough observatio~ 0 th~s GU~st~on to

settle the issue. The harbor bottom consists of 1) rocky outcrops which are

presumably made up of the same igneous material as the subaerial parts of the

island, 2) grey sand being shifted by near-bottom surge and submarine currents

jl-6.v1e "i tid Ie. .,;j
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holdfasts in the sand.

and showing prominent ripple marks, together with 3) isolated and stunted-

looking corals. Lobsters are numerous and the inhabitants stated that sharks

frequent the harbor waters and occasionally bite divers.

APPEKDIX A ~ ') - -# I -(> 1 ......
MARINE BIOLOGY OF .LLEXA BANK

Notes by Kartin W. Johnson

Collections made by the divers indicate that in general the bottom

fauna is quite meager and with no obvious difference in the types of organisms

occurring in the various areas surveyed. However, on the basis of visual

observations and photography by the divers, it is clear that the concentration

of attached plants is not uniform. Dominant among these plants is a small non

calcareous green alga of a type often found inside lagoons in theJforth~

Marshalls. The local diversity in abundance of this plant doubtless represents

a corresponding diversity of coral rubble large enough to provide stable attach-

ment by holdfasts. Inside the IIlagoon ll there are extensive areas of Halimeda-r-

sand which are barren of these plants, though living Halimeda was present having

~
Conspicuous among plants brought to the surface is this calcareous green

alga Halimeda. Live Lithothamnion-like encrustations "rere found on much of the
1>-- a---

exposed coral rubble, but nowhere were extensive massive growths of this reef buildBr

in evidence.

A good variety of stone corals were brought to the surface in small qua~tities.

Apparently the most conspicuous corals are two species forming large (up to 6 ft

in diameter) flating tlvases ll • These vases are scattered at random (about 1-2

per 1000 ft. sq.) and gro",' more luxuriously on the outer portion of the rim. Sam!

branched corals were present but there were not very delicate and not over about

18 in. in height.
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Animal encrustations occurring on the exposed rubble brought up included

liberal quantities of compound truncates, sponges, and some bryozoa and hydroids.

The tube-building worms were not abundant.

Coral-destroying organisms such as boring worms, molluscs, and sponges were

only moderately abundant compared with those of most intertidal reefs. The

gastropods and bivalves, expecially the larger species, were noticably scarce.

Among the macroscopic crustacea there were about a dozen types of small

(Considerable shrimp crackle was heard over the hydrophones.)

brachynuran crabs, a few small prawns, and the snapping shrimp Synalpheus. ~•
Small echinoidea

were not uncommon and one large holothurian was collected.

The sparee display of animal life on ~exa Bank doubtless reflects the

conditions of oceanic weters that flow at speeds up to 3-4 knots over the bank.

A plankton haul taken with a No. 20 mesh net from the bottom to the surface just

inside the eastern rim revealed a sparse plankton population comparable with

surface waters of the open ocean. There may, however, be some daytime concentration

of copepods in the deeper part of the 1I1agoontl where the bottom prevents deeper

daytime descents of these crustacea. This is suggested by an increased abundance

of flying fish observed within the "lagoon" compared with the more open ocean.

A deep plankton haul with a one meter net lowered to 450 meters just outside the

bank yielded a moderate catch of copepod plankton.
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APPFJiDn B•
•

,;(iVing Equipment Used on Expedition CAPRICORN

Regulators- Nine modified. U.S. Divers, Cousteau-type Aqualung Regulators. 510 provided

the necessary tools for shipboard repair and nearly fINery regulator required

att~ f\.., f

Air Bottles 12 tanks as follows: 4 single bottles, two with reserve, two without.
capacities 70 cu.tt. Estiuted. duration f.oo .ft. 20 min.

2 small doubles, total 80 cu.ft. for each. Estimated
duration '(-00 it., 25 .II1n.

2 large doubles, total 140 cu.ft. each. Estimated
duration ,100 rt.fo Ilin.

I sma.ll triple, 120 cu. ft. Estimated duration
100 /eet") 35 min.

The divers worked mainly from the DAIRD: the pump was on the HORIZON. This

Estimated duration}180 cu.ft. each.J large triples"
100 it. }50 min. ---(These are conservative diving duration times and a strict accountas not

made ring the expedition to determine accurate limitations on d ing times

for different bottles arrangements and for the individual div rs.)='-'----
Compressor

arrangement made it difficult to keep a supply on hand at all times, and

required a good deal of bottle exchange by open boat and across the decks

when the ships were in harbor together. The pump is a surplus purchase com-

pressor which operated well and gives a sufficient head to pump the bottle

to 2200 psi in only a few minutes time. We generally did two fillings of

each bottle to allow for the heating. It was quickly learned that the

divers prefer to work with the 5ingle tank units whenever a long dive is not

required. The large triples 'Were found to be very heavy in the water when

filled and almost too byoyant t",,:ard the end of a dlve.
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in the______ provide a retreat tor the divers, but it

Diver Protect-Shark spears were made, but never used. A shark cage was built - to
ion

constructed state on deck because it took up space necessary for other

equipment. It was only assembled once, at Alexa Bank, but was not used

on that dive and was never again unpacked.

Cameras IFe~

EXPERIMENTS TO DETERHINE DETERRENT RANGE FOR UKDERWATER EXPLOSIONS \-.Ft I

Since it may be advisable to expose divers to the relative risk of exposure

to underwater explosions, it is clearly essential to conduct experiments in deep

isothermal water at kno~~ distances from given charges. Heretofore experiments

on man have involved subjects in shallow water, at or near the surface, and either

with the head out of water or with the head enclosed in shallow-w~ter jiving gear or

•
in the conventional deep-sea dive~ suit. Since in these conditions it is difficult

to apply classical physical data about blast effects and particuJ.qrly since the

subject's head may be his most vulnerable part, divers 09L~dition CAPRICORN

elected to do so~e preliminary experiments on these blast effects. Unfortunately

these were undertaken late in the voyage and rough seas encountered during the

northward passage prevented their completion.

Preliminary Experiments)-H l- .,,"-

Livingston stayed at about 15 feet below surface during a regular seismic

run with the HORIZON firing half-pound charges. The closest shot was approximately

2,CXXl ft from the diver. He felt a brief Iljar ll , lIthrustll, or llbounc-.n in the

thoracic and abdominal region and heard simultaneously a loud flat snap, as though

a board were snapped flatly against metal. At this distance the effects of the charge

were barely detectible since both the first sound and the bottom echo were less llloud ll

than the ordinary sounds that can be made by exh~lation through the~qualUng regulator.



  

 

        

              

             

              
  

             

             

             

           

               

      

          

            

             

               

     
  

       
   

    

 
  

        
     

      
   

     
   

Diving, Capricorn

First Experiment.
J

-29- SIO Ref .53-

Half-pound charges were tossed off the BAIRD while two divers at a time

determined their effects 20 ft below the skiff at various distances from the BAIRD.

Bascom, Dill, Livingston, and Munk took part in this experiment and Donaldson Heller

rowed the skiff. Distances were measured from a stout string held on the BAIRD
of measurement

and trailed from the skiff. This method/is ~nadequate for distances greater than
,....,

about 200 feat because the string is considerably deviated by current action. The
~

skiff used "Fox" and IlCharleyll signal flags to indicate ItFire" and lICease Fire"

respectively. The BAIRD responded IIAcknowledge ll by a short whistle blast. Two

minutes before the charge would go off (one minute before it would be dropped into

the water) the BAIRD raised llPete -'11 )

~ - ·1'''"'':'"''---~At the time of dropping the charge (one minute before it would go Off); "
vJ-. •
Surface water temperature 24.7°C, thennocline 1Q££AV' at about 350 ft. Depth

~of bottom: 2325 ~m. Charges exploded at 100 ft, plus-minus 10. The follow-

ing table gives an account of the findings; the experiment was terminated because

of dark, and c~ld not be continued at the last station because of rough weather.

TDlE

1749

DISTANCE
string -

~
stadia
('" 1

340 ydt:"

DEPTH",.... )

25al:.

DIVERS

D & L

REMARKS

Double sharp noise, very
feeling of pressure.

slight

1754

1804

1810

1200 330

1000 (too close)

1000

20

25

20

L&B

B & H

M&D

Ditto

Noises thought to be 0.1 sec.
apart followed by a "hissingll.

Ditto. Slight feeling of
discomfort - vague.

1814 800 20 D & L "Startle reactionll~ an
tary startle occurs.

involun-

1821 (ca) 700 20 L & B Loud snaps, "lood bottom
not deterren~.

echo,



  

    
  

     

     
 

     

       
     

    
       

     
     

 

          
 

             

  
              

                     
 

             

      

Diving, Capricorn -30-

/ J
1825 660' 20' B&M

1834 500' 20' M&D

1839 475 i 20' D & L

1845 less than 400
(e.t. 360) 20' L & B

SIC Ref.53-

Ditto

Louder. "StartleU response
continues.

Not much change detectible.

As before, but perhaps more
intense. No sensation of pain
or distress follows shots.
Est~ that one could go to
within half this distance with
out being deterred or damaged.

•

'"conclu8~on: Man in deep isothermal water, unprotected and completely submerged)should

be completely unharmed by ._pound TNT charges exploding within 400 ft, and further tests

will probably reveal that half of that distance will still be safe. (This latter

is admittedly just a guess based on extrapolation of the minor changes in in-

tensity experienced by three divers in approaching from approximately 1200 ft to

about 400 ft of the explosive.)
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